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Abstract—The paper focuses on the synthesis of gadolinium-doped ceria (CexGd1–xO2–y) thin films on the
anodes of solid oxide fuel cells by reactive dual magnetron sputtering. CexGd1–xO2–y thin films 4 μm thick
are deposited in the transition and oxide modes, differing by the oxygen concentration in the vacuum cham-
ber. Residual stresses after the film deposition and thermal annealing in air are determined by the curvature
of the anode plates. Dependences are obtained between the deposition modes, residual stresses and param-
eters of fuel cells with the CexGd1–xO2–y electrolyte. The surface morphology and cross-section of the films
are studied on a scanning electron microscope. The X-ray diffraction analysis is additionally conducted to
study the structure of gadolinium-doped ceria thin films using the synchrotron radiation during 1300°С
annealing. It is shown that under certain conditions of the film deposition and annealing, compressive
stresses can transfer to tensile stresses, which reduces the anode plate deformation after the CexGd1–xO2–y
electrolyte deposition.
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INTRODUCTION
Presently, gadolinium-doped ceria (CexGd1–xO2–y)

is being intensively investigated for its application as a
solid oxide fuel cell (SOFC) electrolyte. The main
advantage of gadolinium-doped ceria (GDC) is the
ionic conductivity 4 or 5 times higher than that of
yttria-stabilized zirconia (YSZ) in the temperature
range of 600–800°С [1]. The ionic conductivity in
GDC is provided by the oxygen vacancy diffusion after
the substitution of Ce4+ into Gd3+. Therefore, the
SOFC electrolyte conductivity depends on the Gd3+

concentration. For example, at 500°С, the maximum
conductivity is observed in the Ce0.9Gd0.1O1.95 electro-
lyte [2]. However, a mixed ionic-electronic conductiv-
ity in the reducing medium is a disadvantage of the
SOFC electrolyte. The electronic conductivity pre-
dominates at high operating temperatures ranging
from 800 to 1000°С [3]. For this reason, CeхGd1–хO2–y is
usually used as an electrolyte at temperatures up to
650°С to synthesize low-temperature SOFCs [4]. At
higher temperatures, CeхGd1–хO2–y is often used as a
barrier layer between the YSZ electrolyte and SOFC
cathode to prevent the atom diffusion between phases [5].

Along with the electrolyte conductivity affecting
the SOFC power density, its mechanical strength is of
great importance during the operation. This relates in
particular to anode-supported fuel cells, the electro-
lyte thickness of which is less than 10 μm [6]. To pre-
vent the electrolyte from fracture during the fuel cell
manufacture and operation, it is advisable to avoid
critical mechanical stresses exceeding the fracture
stress of ceramics.

Planar anode-supported SOFCs are usually fabri-
cated by co-sintering thin film electrolytes and rela-
tively thick (0.5–1 mm) anode in the temperature
range of 1400–1500°C [7]. At room temperature,
residual stresses in fuel cells fabricated by co-sintering
of the anode/electrolyte layers, are usually caused by
their difference in the thermal-expansion coefficient
[8, 9]. Typical values of residual stresses in anode-sup-
ported SOFCs, range between 500 and 650 MPa at
room temperature [7, 10, 11]. The mechanism of for-
mation of residual stresses in fuel cells fabricated by
co-sintering of the anode/electrolyte layers is studied
rather thoroughly. There is however little information
in the literature about the residual stress level in thin
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film electrolytes, which occur on the anode substrates
after the physical vapor deposition such as magnetron
sputtering, laser ablation, and others.

Residual stresses in thin films deposited by magne-
tron sputtering, can be internal and thermal. The for-
mer are induced by energy particles (ions, neutral
atoms) and the latter—by the thermal expansion dif-
ference of the film and substrate, if the films are
deposited at a high temperature. The sputtering is
based on deposition of particles having a high kinetic
energy. Therefore, thin-film defects (interstitial
atoms, vacancies, dislocations, etc.) appearing during
the deposition process, make a significant contribu-
tion to the development of internal stresses [12]. One
of the main mechanisms of the stress development in
thin films deposited with the use of high-energy parti-
cles, is the atomic/ion peening mechanism [13].
During a collision with the thin film, some of
adsorbed atoms can implant in the surface layer and
interstitial lattice sites. This leads to the lattice distor-
tion, excess film densification, and compressive
stresses. According to [14], high temperature anneal-
ing is an effective method to reduce residual stresses.
Thermal treatment of the YSZ and CeхGd1–хO2–y lay-
ers after magnetron sputtering enhances their ion con-
ductivity due to the crystallinity and density improve-
ment [15, 16].

In this work, we investigate residual stresses in the
4-μm thick CeхGd1–хO2–y electrolyte layers after its
reactive magnetron sputter deposition and thermal
annealing in air. Reactive magnetron sputtering is a
metal target sputtering in the reactive gas medium, for
example, a mixture of argon and oxygen [17]. The
sputtering process can occur in three modes, namely
metallic, transition, and oxide, depending on the oxy-
gen concentration in a vacuum chamber [18]. The
metallic mode implies the metal atom sputtering by
argon ions at the highest deposition rate. In the transi-
tion mode, the target surface is partially covered with
the oxide layer, whose thickness is uncontrollable. In
this mode, the film electrolyte sputtering occurs with
the oxygen deficiency. In the oxide mode, the target
surface is almost completely coated with the oxide
layer, that results in a drastic decrease in the film
deposition rate. The film is deposited with the oxide
content approaching to the stoichiometry. Usually, the
transition and oxide modes are used in practice. Each
mode has its own strengths and weaknesses, depend-
ing on the purpose of and requirements for the film
properties. In this work, we compare residual stresses
in CeхGd1–хO2–y films obtained in the transition and
oxide modes at different deposition rates and oxygen
concentrations.

EXPERIMENTAL

The NiO/YSZ anode substrates 100 × 20 mm in
size were prepared by laser cutting from 100 × 100 mm
JOURNAL OF SURFACE INVESTIGATION: X-RAY, SYNCHRO
commercial anodes 700 μm thick (Kceracell Co.,
South Korea). The selection of the NiO/YSZ anode
substrates was conditioned by their commercial avail-
ability. Dual magnetron sputtering of 99.9% purity
Ce0.9Gd0.1 targets (Girmet Ltd., Russia) 100 × 300 mm
in size was used for the CeхGd1–хO2–y film deposition
performed on the upgraded installation NNV-6.6 [19].
Sputtering of 4-μm thick films was performed in a
mixture of argon and oxygen in the oxide and transi-
tion modes. The distance between the targets and sub-
strates was ~90 mm. The vacuum chamber was evacu-
ated with a diffusion pump down to a residual pressure
of 0.01 Pa. The substrates were then heated to 450°C,
which was maintained during the CeхGd1–хO2–y film
deposition. For the better film adhesion, the sub-
strates were treated by Ar ions generated by the ion
source with the anode layer. During the film deposi-
tion process, the pressure in the chamber was 0.2 Pa.
In the transition mode, the stable film deposition was
provided by the pulsed power supply APEL-M-
12DU-symmetric (Prikladnaya elektronika, Russia)
operating at 50 kHz frequency and 3 kW constant
power. The power supply had a feedback system with
the oxygen flow-control unit, which allowed the user
to keep constant the discharge voltage. The argon gas
rate was also constant (40 mL/min).

After the film deposition, some of the substrates
were subjected to 1200°C annealing in air for 2 hours
in a Nabertherm oven (Germany). The ramp-up rate
was controlled at 3°C/min and then the substrates
were free-cooled in the oven.

The residual stress σf in the thin films is determined
by the substrate bending from Stoney’s formula [20]:

where Es is the elastic modulus of the substrate, viz.
210 GPa [21]; ts is the substrate thickness; νs is the
Poisson number of the substrate, viz. 0.3 [22]; Rs is the
bend radius of substrate; tf is the film thickness.

The bend radius in Stoney’s formula can be calcu-
lated from

where R1 is the bend radius of the uncoated substrate,
R2 is the is the bend radius of the coated or annealed
substrate. The bend radius of the anode substrate is
calculated from R = (l2 + 4h2)/8h, where l is the sub-
strate length, h is the height. Schematic of the residual
stress measurement is illustrated in Fig. 1.

High-resolution scanning electron microscopy
(SEM) was carried out with a Quanta 200 3D dual
beam system (FEI Company, USA) and Supra 50VP
(Zeiss, Germany) to investigate the microstructure of
the deposited thin films and the cation ratio in them by
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Fig. 1. Schematic of the residual stress measurement.
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using an energy dispersive X-ray analyzer at least at
five points of each substrate.

The XRD analysis of the CeхGd1–хO2–y thin film
was conducted for the synchrotron radiation (SR)
beam of the VEPP-3 storage ring, in the Siberian Syn-
chrotron and Terahertz Radiation Centre of the Bud-
ker Institute of Nuclear Physics SB RAS, Novosibirsk,
Russia. During this analysis, the substrate was heated
from 30 to 1300°C at a 15°C/min velocity and then
cooled at a 50°C/min velocity. During the operation,
the SR wavelength was 0.172 nm. The 2θ diffraction
angle of the X-ray radiation was recalculated to the
angle at 0.1541 nm wavelength (CuKα radiation) for
comparing the obtained results with the diffraction
data from the PDF-4+ database.

The properties of SOFCs with the magnetron sput-
tered CeхGd1–хO2–y electrolyte, were studied on disk-
shaped samples of a diameter 20 mm cut by laser from
100 × 20 mm substrates. The La0.6Sr0.4CoO3 cathode
(Kceracell Co., South Korea) with a 10 × 10 mm area
was screen printed onto the electrolyte film and fired
in situ during the cell test start-up. The current-volt-
age curves of fuel cells were obtained at 700°С, with
supplying dry hydrogen to the anode and air to the
cathode at constant rates of 30 and 300 mL/min,
respectively. Ag mesh and Pt wires were used for the
current collection from the anode and cathode.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Three modes used for the CeхGd1–хO2–y electro-

lyte film deposition differ by the oxygen concentration
in the vacuum chamber and, consequently, the depo-
sition rate (see Table 1). Figure 2 presents the depen-
dences of the deposition rate Vd and discharge voltage
Ud on the oxygen gas f low QO2. The dependence Vd =
f(QO2) is typical for magnetron sputtering [23], i.e., a
drastic decrease in the film deposition rate in the tran-
sition mode and a slight change in this rate in the oxide
mode. At the metallic/transition mode interface, Vd ≈
40 nm/min, but owing to the significant oxygen defi-
ciency, the films have low transparency and black
color in the visible region. At the transition/oxide
mode interface, the deposition rate lowers to 7 or
JOURNAL OF SURFACE INVESTIGATION: X-RAY, SYNCHRO

Table 1. Deposition process parameters, residual stresses in C
tron sputtered CeхGd1–хO2–y electrolyte

*—annealing under 600 g load, О—oxide mode, T—transition mode
and σf1—residual stresses after film deposition and 1200°С annealin
imum power density of SOFC at 700°С with electrolyte annealed at

Samples Ud, V Vd, nm/min tf, μm

1О 500 8 4.15
2T 345 11 4
3T 353 17 4.2
4T 345 11 4
8 nm/min. Transparency of the obtained films indi-
cates to their nearly stoichiometric composition. The
dependence Ud = f(QO2) is nonmonotonic and deter-
mined by the material properties, in particular the ion-
electron emission coefficient. In the transition mode,
the discharge voltage decreases from 400 to 313 V with
increasing oxygen flow rate. Afterwards, it grows and
reaches 500 V in the oxide mode. In this work,
CeхGd1–хO2–y films are synthesized at 345, 353 and
500 V discharge voltage. The film on the sample 1O is
deposited in the oxide mode at an 8 nm/min rate.
Samples 2T and 3T are obtained in the transition
mode at 11 and 17 nm/min rates, respectively. And the
sample 4T is obtained in the same conditions as the
sample 2T.

As can be seen from Table 1, CeхGd1–хO2–y films after
cooling are characterized by rather high (>2000 MPa)
residual compressive stresses. The lower the oxygen
flow rate during the film deposition or the higher its
deficiency in the obtained film, the lower residual
stresses.

We expected that after the high-temperature
annealing, residual stresses reduce in CeхGd1–хO2–y
films. Quinn et al. [24] observed such a phenomenon
in 250-nm thick YSZ films, obtained by radio-fre-
quency sputtering, when heating up to 450°С and suc-
cessive cooling to room temperature resulted in the
transformation of residual compressive stresses of
TRON AND NEUTRON TECHNIQUES  Vol. 16  No. 6  2022

eхGd1 – хO2 – y films, and properties of SOFCs with the magne-

, Ud—discharge voltage, Vd—deposition rate, tf—film thickness, σf0
g, respectively; OCV—open-circuit voltage of SOFC, Рmax— max-
 1200°С.

σf0, MPa σf1, MPa OCV, mV Рmax, mW/cm2

–2411 –1347 666 92
–2270 –4896 636 97
–2062 –42430 538 66
–1790 2016* 693 126
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Fig. 2. Dependences of CeхGd1–хO2–y film deposition
rate VH and discharge voltage Ud on the oxygen flow rate
in reactive magnetron sputtering.
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Fig. 3. Side view of NiO/YSZ samples: (a) initial sampl 3T;
(b) after CeхGd1–хO2–y electrolyte film deposition,
(c) after 1200°C annealing.

(b)

(c)
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Fig. 4. Photograph of sample 3T coated by CeхGd1–хO2–y
film after 1200°С annealing.
‒500 MPa into tensile stresses of 550 MPa. That could
be caused by the diffusion of interstitial atoms in the
standard lattice sites, which reduced the lattice distor-
tion. Nevertheless, 1200°С annealing of CeхGd1–хO2–y
films led to a reduction in residual stresses down to –
1347 MPa only in the sample 1О, i.e., in the oxide
mode. In samples 2T and 3T, residual stresses
increased up to –4896 and –42430 MPa, respectively.
Thus, the oxygen deficiency in the deposited film led
to the residual stress growth after its annealing and,
consequently, incorporation of additional oxygen in
the crystal lattice. Therefore, the higher the oxygen
deficiency in the initial film, the higher residual
stresses after thermal treatment.
JOURNAL OF SURFACE INVESTIGATION: X-RAY, SYNCHRO
In Fig. 3, one can see the sample 3T before and
after the film annealing, which demonstrates the
impact of residual stresses on the substrate bending. It
is interesting to note that, despite very strong mechan-
ical stresses in the film deposited onto the suample 3T
resulting in the significant lattice distortion, the film
has no visible cracks or delamination and, in Fig. 4, it
manifests a perfect adhesion to the substrate.

In order to avoid an excess substrate bending, they
are annealed under the dead load. Such an approach is
often used in sintering laminated ceramics [25, 26].
For this, the sample 4T is placed between two 120 ×
120 × 20 mm flat alumina plates (600 g) during
annealing. Dead-load annealing provides the lower
bending of the substrate 4T than that of the initial sub-
strate. This indicates to the compressive-to-tensile
stress transformation, the latter being 2016 MPa.

SEM observations of the surface and cross-section
morphology of CeхGd1–хO2–y films were conducted
after 1200°С annealing to study the impact of the
deposition modes. According to SEM images in Fig. 5,
the surface and cross-section morphology of the
annealed films was not affected by the deposition
mode. The film surface consisted of 1 or 2 μm grains.
Each grain comprised subgrains of a diameter
~300 nm. The cross-section surface was rich in closed
pores with the size ranging between 20 and 60 nm.
Due to the film recrystallization during the annealing
process, pores could appear at the grain boundaries
and in voids that formed during the film growth.

Figure 6 contains SEM images of the substrate 4T
surface morphology and the cross-section micro-
structure after 1200°С dead-load annealing. One can
see that the latter is accompanied by the compressive-
to-tensile stress transformation and induces neither
the film fracture nor cracking. The film structure is
dense and uniform.

Since CeхGd1–хO2–y films are intended for their
use a the SOFC electrolyte, let us compare the cur-
rent-voltage curves of the fuel cells fabricated from
samples 1О, 2T, 3T and 4T. The resulting current-
voltage curves obtained at 700°С operating tempera-
ture, are collected in Table 1.

Open circuit voltage (OCV) in SOFC with the
CeхGd1–хO2–y electrolyte is usually below its theoreti-
cal value (1.08–1.1 V) and ranges from 0.7 to 0.8 V.
This is because the electron conductivity, which
appears in ceria in reducing medium. For example,
OCV in SOFC with the thin-film CeхGd1–хO2–y elec-
trolyte obtained in [27] by the high-current magnetron
sputtering on the similar anodes, ranges between 0.77
and 0.8 V in the operating temperature range of 600–
750°С.

According to Table 1, OCV and maximum power
density for 1О, 2T and 3T samples, depend on the
deposition mode of the CeхGd1–хO2–y electrolyte and
correlates with the residual stress values. OCV for all
TRON AND NEUTRON TECHNIQUES  Vol. 16  No. 6  2022
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Fig. 5. SEM images CeхGd1–хO2–y film surface (а, c, e) and cross-section (b, d, f) after 1200°C annealing: (a, b) sample 1O;
(c, d) sample 2T; (e, f) sample 3T.
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10 μm

10 μm

1 μm

1 μm

1 μm
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Fig. 6. SEM images of CeхGd1–хO2–y film (sample 4T) after 1200°С dead-load annealing: (а) surface, (b) cross-section.

(b)10 μm 10 μm(a)
the substrates is below 0.7 V, which indicates to the
insufficient gas impermeability for the electrolyte
layer, i.e., the presence of defects not observed on
SEM images or generated during heating of fuel cells
up to the operating temperature. The lowest OCV
(0.53 V) and the power density (66 mW/cm2) are
observed for the substrate 3T, which is characterized
by the highest residual stresses after annealing. At the
same time, the substrate 4T having tensile residual
stresses in the electrolyte layer at room temperature,
demonstrates the highest values of OCV (0.69 V) and
power density (126 mW/cm2). This means that dead-
load annealing provides not only the compressive-to-
tensile stress transformation, but also improved prop-
erties of the CeхGd1–хO2–y electrolyte. Araki et al. [28]
report that tensile stresses increase the ion conductiv-
ity of 8 mol % yttria-stabilized zirconia due to the
increase in the oxygen mobility. It is assumed that
mechanical stresses induce the gradient of potential
energy of neighboring oxygen centers, especially
around yttrium ions, which, probably, promotes the
oxygen ion migration. Therefore, the impact of
mechanical stresses on the electrolyte conductivity
requires further investigation with a view to improve
the SOFC properties.

The XRD analysis of the CeхGd1–хO2–y thin film
after the deposition and annealing was conducted by
using the SR beam of the VEPP-3 storage ring. The
high SR intensity and collimation provided high-reso-
lution studies. The station mounted on channel No. 6
of the of the emitter terminal assisted in studying the
CeхGd1–хO2–y film structure obtained in the oxide
mode not followed by thermal annealing.

The XRD patterns of the CexGd1–xO2–y film
deposited in the oxide mode, are presented in Fig. 7.
The XRD analysis shows that the unit cell parameter
JOURNAL OF SURFACE INVESTIGATION: X-RAY, SYNCHRO
of the film exceeds the value given in the ICDD PDF2
database even for 0.3 doping degree. This explains the
structural imperfection of the film, low values (25–
28 nm) of the coherent scattering region (CSR), and
high defect content. Within 2θ = 44–60 degrees, the
(220), (311) and (222) peak intensities are detected for
ceria. In Fig. 7, the diffraction peaks for the
Ce0.9Gd0.1O2 composition are given for comparison
(04-002-6160 ICDD PDF database file number). The
peak positions of gadolinium (10%)-doped ceria are
compared because the sputtered target contains 10 at
% Gd. Moreover, according to the EDX analysis (see
Fig. 8), the content of 11.4 at % Gd in the film is close
to that of the sputtered target. The peak shift of ceria
towards the low-angle region in the initial X-ray dif-
fraction is probably associated with residual compres-
sive stresses observed in the film during its growth.

During 400°С annealing, the peak positions of
ceria shift to the left due to the thermal expansion of
the crystal lattice. Within the range of 400–700°С,
these peaks shift to the right, thereby demonstrating
the lattice compression. This behavior of the diffrac-
tion peaks is usually explained by the structural order-
ing of the material or a change in its chemical compo-
sition. At ~800°C annealing, the peak shift occurs to
the left again, which indicates to further thermal
expansion. After heating up to 1300°C and cooling to
room temperature, the lattice parameter of the
CeхGd1–хO2–y film reduces down to 0.54312 nm,
which is lower than its initial value. The CSR grows
nearly two-fold, viz. ~49–51 nm. Ceria diffraction
peaks approaching to its standard values after heating
and cooling denotes the residual stress reduction in
the film, which correlates with the data obtained for
the substrate bending.

Wu et al. [16] also reported on the CSR growth
from 18 to 26 nm after 900°C annealing of the
TRON AND NEUTRON TECHNIQUES  Vol. 16  No. 6  2022
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Fig. 7. In situ XRD patterns of CeхGd1–хO2–y film deposited in oxide mode at heating/cooling in air. Dashed lines indicate
Ce0.9Gd0.1O2 peaks at room temperature. The ICDD PDF2 database file number for this composition is 04-002-6160.
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region, demonstrating the decrease in the lattice
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Fig. 8. EDX results of CeхGd1–хO2–y film (1О substrate).
Ce and Gd content is given without considering oxygen
and silver atoms deposited before SEM observations.
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CONCLUSIONS

The film deposition modes and high-temperature
annealing in air were investigated in relation to residual
stresses in the GDC films deposited by the reactive dual
magnetron sputtering. Residual stresses over 2000 MPa
were detected in the fabricated CeхGd1–хO2–y films. The
stress level depended on the oxygen deficiency in the
film, such that the lowest stresses were observed in the
films with the highest oxygen deficiency. 1200°С
annealing in air resulted in the residual stress reduc-
tion in the films deposited in the oxide mode. The
stress level increased by 2 to 20 times in the films
deposited in the transition mode. It was however
shown that residual stresses in the films were success-
fully eliminated by the dead-load annealing, which
resulted in the compressive-to-tensile stress transfor-
mation.

In practical terms, it is thus expedient to perform
the deposition process in the transition mode, which
implies a significant exceedance of the deposition rate
in the oxide mode. Afterwards, dead-load annealing
can be conducted.
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